POWERON Production Machine Learning
Deploy your ML solution into production to serve model predictions, evolve models, and achieve
confidence in performance
You’ve developed your ML model and now are ready to take it into production. POWERON Production Machine
Learning builds and deploys a robust ML stack ready for automated application integration to efficiently solve
your business problems.
ML insights in just 3 weeks
POWERON Production Machine Learning
consists of four milestones:
Milestone 1: Requirements review
Identify functional requirements with data
sources and infrastructure needs and review
customer business workflows
Milestone 2: Design and implement
Designing the production scale pipeline with
training schedule and infrastructure deployment
Milestone 3: Operationalize pipeline
Add CI/CD, monitoring and alerting; align with
SLAs
Milestone 3: UAT and documentation
Perform user testing with typical end users and
full documentation handoff

Key deliverables
/ ML pipeline and infrastructure deployment
Your ML solution built and deployed into
production demonstrating MLOps best
practices
/ Technical Design Document
Detailed inventory of Google Cloud
configurations options, decisions, and
recommendations for deployment
/ Orchestration code
Code and scripts extensible for additional
pipeline deployments
/ Training plan
List of recommended courses for staff of
the customers
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Partner with the best
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward.
It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s what you do once you’re there. Accelerating
application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using your data
as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, we’re a
must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.
Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit
that carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an
award-winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare,
media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives – we
simply get the job done, every step of the way.

“I can count on one hand how many times I’ve completed an engagement where I felt like
going out of my way to work with a vendor. SADA has been added to my list of those
vendors. The team–from sales to engineering, through advisory, and project management–
were honest, managed my expectations very well, lived up to their commitments, and
delivered a solution that represents the next generation of our platform.”
Jason Lancaster
Manager of Exchange Infrastructure | Block.one

A few of
our clients
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